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SUMMARY

Fibrin is a filamentous network made in blood to
stem bleeding; it forms when fibrinogen is converted
into fibrin monomers that self-associate into oligo-
mers and then to polymers. To gather structural
insights into fibrin formation and properties, we com-
bined high-resolution atomic force microscopy of
fibrin(ogen) oligomers and molecular modeling of
crystal structures of fibrin(ogen) and its fragments.
We provided a structural basis for the intermolecular
flexibility of single-stranded fibrin(ogen) oligomers
and identified a hinge region at the D:D inter-mono-
mer junction. Following computational reconstruc-
tion of the missing portions, we recreated the full-
atomic structure of double-stranded fibrin oligomers
that was validated by quantitative comparison with
the experimental images. We characterized previ-
ously unknown intermolecular binding contacts at
the D:D and D:E:D interfaces, which drive oligo-
merization and reinforce the intra- and inter-strand
connections in fibrin besides the known knob-hole
bonds. The atomic models provide valuable insights
into the submolecular mechanisms of fibrin poly-
merization.

INTRODUCTION

Fibrin is an endproduct of blood clotting and forms the scaffold of

hemostatic clots and obstructive thrombi in blood vessels. The

molecular mechanisms of fibrin formation, its structure, and its

properties are of fundamental biological importance. These are

also related to clinical medicine and life-threatening pathologies,

such as bleeding and thrombosis, including ischemic stroke and

heart attack. Fibrin is produced fromfibrinogen, aplasmaprotein,

madeof six paired polypeptide chains (AaBb g)2 held together by

S-S-bonds (Figure 1). Fibrin formation is initiated by the cleavage

of fibrinopeptides A and B from the N termini of the Aa and Bb

chains of fibrinogen, respectively, to produce fibrin monomer

(a b g)2. The release of fibrinopeptide A exposes an N-terminal
Stru
a chain motif GPR called knob ‘A’ that binds to exposed holes

‘a’ in the globular g-nodules located in another fibrin molecule

(Everse et al., 1998; Kostelansky et al., 2002), resulting in A-a in-

teractions (Laudano and Doolittle, 1978; Litvinov et al., 2005).

Exposure of knobs ‘A’ is necessary and sufficient to form fibrin

through the interaction with holes ‘a’. The release of fibrinopep-

tides B exposes an N-terminal b chain motif GHR called knob

‘B’, which is complementary to holes ‘b’ located in the globular

b-nodules of another fibrin molecule.

Fibrin polymerization is initiated when two fibrin molecules

interact in a half-staggered fashion via the A-a knob-hole bonds

(Weisel and Litvinov, 2013). Addition of a thirdmolecule results in

an end-to-end association where the lateral D regions of two

molecules form the D:D interface (Figure 2). This comprises the

monomer junction in each of two strands in fibrin oligomers

(Everse et al., 1998). The D:D interface, which contains residues

g275-309 (Everse et al., 1998) is weak, yielding first to a pulling

force upon stretching of fibrin(ogen) oligomers (Zhmurov et al.,

2011, 2012). Studies of point mutations revealed that residues

g275, g308, and g309 are essential for D-D interactions and

elongation of fibrin strands (Hirota-Kawadobora et al., 2004;

Marchi et al., 2006; Bowley and Lord, 2009). Fibrin monomers

can add longitudinally to form protofibrils, two-stranded oligo-

mers that reach a certain length to begin lateral aggregation

(Hantgan et al., 1980; Fowler et al., 1981; Medved et al., 1990).

Side-to-side interactions between two strands are mediated by

the central E region of one fibrin molecule and two lateral D re-

gions of two other molecules (Figures 3 and 4). The D-E-D com-

plex is held together mainly by the A-a knob-hole bonds and,

possibly, by additional interactions at the D:E and D:D interfaces

(Figure 5; Kononova et al., 2013). Protofibrils self-associate to

form twisted fibers of variable thickness (Medved et al., 1990)

with a regular 22.5 nm repeat corresponding to half themonomer

length (Weisel, 2005). Fibrin fibers branch to form a 3D fibrin

network (Weisel, 2005). Therefore, formation of the end-to-end

intra-strand D:D interfaces and lateral inter-strand D:E:D inter-

faces are critical to fibrin polymerization.

Although the X-ray crystallographic studies of the fibrin(ogen)

molecule and fibrin fragments provide valuable information about

the structure of the D-D complex and a major part of the D-E-D

complexes, this information is incomplete for the following rea-

sons. First, the crystallographic structures do not resolve resi-

dues 395–411 at the C termini of the g chains involved in the
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Figure 1. Structure of Monomeric Fibrin

(A) Crystal structure of the resolved parts of human fibrinogen (PDB: 3GHG) within its hydrodynamic volume.

(B) Schematic of fibrin(ogen) structure reinforced by 29 disulfide bonds (yellow), with the globular parts highlighted in light green (g-nodule), light blue (b-nodule),

and light gray (central nodule).
crosslinking initiatedby factorXIIIa, theplasma transglutaminase,

but these residues stabilize the D:D interface. Second, the struc-

tures do not resolve residues a17–26 and b15–57 at the N termini

of the a and b chains, containing knobs ‘A’ and ‘B’, respectively,

and, hence, they do not provide information about their interac-

tion with holes ‘a’ and ‘b’. However, the A-a and B-b knob-hole

interactionsare important non-covalent interactions in fibrinpoly-

merization. Third, the X-ray data present a static picture of rigid

monomers, thus ignoring local conformational fluctuations due

to thermal excitations in protein domains, and underestimating

the role of global dynamic structural transitions in fibrinmolecules

due to intra- and intermolecular interactions.

To uncover the structural details of the early stages of fibrin

polymerization, we performed combined atomic force micro-

scopy (AFM) andmolecular modeling studies of single- and dou-

ble-stranded fibrin oligomers. Based on thorough analysis of all

27 crystal structures of human fibrin(ogen) and its fragments

resolved to date, we have reconstructed atomic models of short

fibrin oligomers with knob-hole bonds and g-g crosslinks. We

correlated these models with high-resolution AFM images of

fibrin oligomers and with X-ray crystallographic data on D-D

and D-E interfacial junctions. These efforts have enabled us to

provide a structural basis for the flexibility of fibrin oligomers

due to D:D interface bending and to identify a hinge region.

Furthermore, we have provided an atomic-level description of

D:E:D interfaces between the central nodule and the peripheral

b- and g-nodules. We characterized the previously unknown

intermolecular contacts that strengthen the A-a and B-b knob-
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hole bonds. The results obtained advance our knowledge of the

atomic structures of fibrin oligomers populated in early stages

of fibrin polymerization and provide insights into intra- and in-

ter-strand interactions. These results define the mechanism of

fibrin formation and influence thebiochemical andbiomechanical

properties of fibrin polymers at multiple spatial scales.

RESULTS

Flexibility of End-to-End Fibrinogen Oligomers from
AFM Imaging
First, we used AFM to image single-stranded end-to-end fibrin-

ogen oligomers formed by covalent crosslinking of fibrinogen

with factor XIIIa, structures normally present in fibrin polymer in

clots. In a mixture of monomeric and oligomeric fibrinogen

molecules adsorbed on a surface (Figure 2), the majority of

single-stranded oligomers were dimers, but trimers and longer

oligomers were also detected. Most of the dimers (Fg2) and tri-

mers (Fg3) formed by crosslinked fibrinogen monomers were in

the bent conformation presumably due to flexible D:D interfaces

(Figures 2A and 2B). To quantify the conformational flexibility of

the D:D interfaces, we measured the bending angles between

two adjacent fibrinogen molecules (Figure 2C, inset). Only di-

mers and trimers were included in the bending angle analysis

because longer oligomers had a variable shape due to surface

effects, which complicated the analysis. The histogram of

the D-D angles (Figure 2C) revealed that only 18% of all struc-

tures were straight with q = 170�–180� bending angles, whereas



Figure 2. Structure of the Single-Stranded Fibrinogen Oligomers

(A) AFM images of fibrinogen molecules. Three distinct globular regions are visualized; the lateral D regions are larger than the central E region.

(B) AFM images of crosslinked fibrinogen dimers Fg2 (top) and same images with computationally reconstructed dimers superimposed (bottom). The super-

position of reconstructed structures over AFM images wasmade by computational alignment of the centers of mass of D and E regions of in silico structures, with

the geometrical centers of D and E regions determined from AFM. The scale bar represents 50 nm.

(C) Histograms of the bending angles formed by adjacent fibrinogen monomers in single-stranded fibrinogen oligomers from AFM images (n = 240) and from

in silico structures (n = 27; Table S1). The inset illustrates how the bending angle (q) is defined.

(D) Distribution of positions of the second (right) monomer relative to the first (left) monomer from 27 D-D structures in Table S1 (see Data S1). There is a 22�

bending angle that quantifies variations in the relative orientation of monomers.

(E and F) Detailed view of two representative D:D interfaces from the PDB structures: bent arrangement (PDB: 1FZG) and linear arrangement (PDB: 1N86). The

side chains forming stable interfacial contacts are shown with sticks: residues g1Ala279-Tyr280 and g2Asn308-Gly309 form a hinge (black); residues g1Ala271-

Asp272 and g2Pro299-Ser300 favor the bent conformation (red); residues g1Ala241-Pro243 and g2Ala279-Tyr280 form contacts stabilizing the linear

arrangement (blue). See also Figure S1 for a comparison of D-D interfacial contacts found in naturally occurring D-dimers (A) with those reported as crystal

contacts (B) and for the results of the normal mode analysis (D and E); Figure S5A for SDS-PAGE of single-stranded oligomers; and Data S1.
�79% of structures showed a q = 90�–170� angle. Thus, the

majority of single-stranded fibrinogen oligomers showed a large

�80� angle bending owing to flexible D:D interfaces forming end-

to-end intermolecular contacts.

Flexibility of D:D Interfaces from X-Ray Crystallography
To determine whether the flexibility of intermolecular end-to-end

connections in solution is also characteristic of the crystalline
state, we used 27 crystallographically resolved D-D structures

of either the D-dimer fibrin fragments or the D-D pairs of mono-

meric fibrinogen fragments D packed in a crystal (Table S1). We

employed structure alignment to visualize possible arrange-

ments of fibrin(ogen) molecules so that their mutual D:D interface

corresponds to each of the 27 crystal structures (see Supple-

mental Information). For each structure, we obtained a particular

end-to-end arrangement of two fibrin(ogen) molecules in which
Structure 24, 1907–1917, November 1, 2016 1909



Figure 3. Step-by-Step Reconstruction and Structure of Double-Stranded Fibrin Oligomer FO2/3

(A) Steps 1–3 summarize the procedure used to reconstruct double-stranded fibrin oligomer FO2/3 (see Experimental Procedures). As the input, we use the atomic

structural models of human fibrinogen (PDB: 3GHG; Kollman et al., 2009) and double-D fragment (PDB: 1N86; Yang et al., 2002). These structures are utilized in

step 1 to create fibrinogen dimer Fg2 and trimer Fg3, which are used in step 2 to construct a double-stranded fibrin oligomer FO2/3 with two/threemonomers in the

upper/lower strand. The initial model of FO2/3 does not contain knobs ‘A’ and ‘B’ and the g-g crosslinks, which are incorporated in step 3. To remove steric

clashes and to minimize the potential energy of the obtained conformation of FO2/3, this step is followed by energy minimization. See also Figure S2 for geometric

constraints used in Monte Carlo docking.

(B) Superposition of all 14 successfully reconstructed structures from the Monte Carlo docking (see Supplemental Information).

(C and D) Representative structures of FO2/3 before and after the incorporation of missing residues: knobs ‘A’ and ‘B’ and g-g crosslinks (see Data S2). (C) also

shows the distances for all eight constraints due to A-a knob-hole bonds. See also Figure S2 and Data S2.
the D regions form an angle corresponding to a D-D-structure

from Table S1. This allowed us to examine all possible geome-

tries of the D-D associations in crystals (Figure 2D; Data S1).

The angle formed by the monomers in the reconstructed dimers

was found to fluctuate between q = 149� and 171� (Figure 2C),

further supporting our conclusion that fibrinogen oligomers are

capable of bending. A comparison of the bending angles from

AFM imaging and X-ray crystallography revealed that the q-angle

fluctuations in a crystalline state were within the range from AFM

(Figure 2C). To verify the fibrinogen dimer model we superim-

posed in silico reconstructed dimers with the corresponding

AFM images and obtained a very good overlap between the

two types of data for relatively straight dimers (q > 140�; Figures
2B and 2C). The agreement for bent dimers (q < 140�) was worse

due to lower angle variation of the X-ray data.

Structure of the D:D Interface
Largebendinganglevariationsobserved inAFMandX-raycrystal-

lography (Figures 2C and 2D) have enabled us to hypothesize the

existenceofaflexiblehinge in theD:D interface. To identify the res-

idues that comprise the pivotal point, we analyzed the interface of
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two g-nodules in the double-D structures (Table S1). Owing to the

asymmetry of the D-D contacts, the g-nodules were designated

g1 and g2 (Figures 2E and 2F). The g1-g2 contacts were defined

as those having aCa-Cadistanceof less than the standard8 Å cut-

off distance (Mickler et al., 2007; Zhmurov et al., 2010). Analysis

of the inter-residue contacts reinforcing the D-dimer’s structures

enabled us to identify the amino acids that form contacts at the

D:D (g1:g2) interface: g1Ala241-Pro243 with g2Ala279-Tyr280;

g1Met264 with g2Ala279; g1Ala271-Asp272 with g2Pro299-

Ser300; g1Ala279-Tyr280 with g2Thr277 and g2Asn308-Gly309;

g1Thr277 and g1Gly309 with g2Phe303. Next, we profiled the

root-mean-squarefluctuations (RMSF)of thepositionsof residues

in g2 relative to the g1-nodules and positions of residues in g1

relative to g2 across all crystal structures. Assuming that the

strongest contacts between residues with the smallest RMSF

would correspond to the ‘‘hinge region’’ (Figure S1C), we iden-

tified a group of four contacts formed by residues with the small-

est 1.5–1.7 Å RMSF values: g1Ala279-g2Asn308; g1Tyr280-

g2Asn308;g1Ala279-g2Gly309; andg1Tyr280-g2Gly309 (Figures

2E, 2F, and S1C). These contacts comprise the pivotal point in the

hinge region at the D:D interface. We also performed a normal



Figure 4. AFM Images and In Silico Structures of Two-Stranded Fibrin Oligomers

(A–C) AFM images of fibrin oligomers: trimer (A), tetramer (B), and pentamer (C). The bottom row displays AFM images with in silico structures superimposed. Due

to the larger flexibility of shorter oligomers, the superposition is better for the longer structures (B and C) compared with the shorter structures (A). The scale bars

represent 50 nm.

(D) Histograms of the D-E distances from AFM image analysis and in silico structures obtained in step 2 (see Figure 3). The inset in (D) shows a schematic

illustrating how the distance between nodules of the D and E regions was measured. See also Figure S3 for additional AFM images.
mode analysis (see Supplemental Information) for the dimer Fg2
reconstructed in silico using the PDB structure (PDB: 1FZG) for

the bent D:D interface. We found several bending deformation

modes for monomers around their pivotal point (Figures S1D

and S1E), providing additional evidence for the hinge region at

the D-D junction and revealing dynamic signatures of the D:D-

interfacial flexibility.

Two Types of D:D Interfaces in Crystals
To distinguish between the inter-residue contacts forming the

straight versus bent arrangements of single-stranded fibrinogen

oligomers, we performed clustering analysis (see Supplemental

Information) using all available D-D PDB entries (Table S1). This

revealed two main structure groups, one of which clustered

around the PDB structure (PDB: 1N86) for the straight connec-

tion (cluster 1; Figure S1) and the other clustered around the

PDB entry (PDB: 1FZG) for the bent connection (cluster 2; Fig-

ure S1). Cluster 2 had 19 structures and cluster 1 had only five

structures, implying that the bent conformation of the D-D com-

plex was more favorable. The remaining three D-D structures

neither matched any of the two groups nor formed a separate

cluster, and so they were excluded from the analysis. There

were common contacts in both clusters, but the contacts be-

tween residues g1Ala241-Pro243 and g2Ala279-Tyr280 were

more frequent in the straight dimers. The bent dimers had unique
contacts not detected in the straight form, namely g1Ala271-

Asp272 and g2Pro299-Ser300. The bent and straight conforma-

tions also had very different values of solvent-accessible surface

area (SD:D) for the D:D interface: SD:D z 2,150 Å2 (bent) versus

SD:D z 1,600 Å2 (straight), indicating that the D:D interface is

tighter in the bent conformation. The numbers of interfacial res-

idue-residue contacts, i.e., 30 (bent) versus 20 (straight), indicate

that the bent conformation is slightly more stable thermodynam-

ically, also explaining why 19 out of 27 double-D crystal struc-

tures (Table S1) are bent (Figure S1).

Constructing Double-Stranded Fibrin Oligomers
To elucidate the structural basis of fibrin polymerization, we re-

constructed atomic models of double-stranded fibrin oligomers

formed at early steps of fibrin polymerization. Two linear strands

of fibrin(ogen) molecules were associated laterally based on

the spatial constraints described below. Because the end-to-

end D-D interactions are the same both in fibrinogen and in

fibrin, the structures of the D:D interface characterized above

were used to form the linear fibrin constructs. Here, we outline

the step-by-step reconstruction of the fibrin oligomer (named

FO2/3), which comprises a linear strand of two fibrin molecules

associated laterally in a half-staggered fashion with a linear

strand of three monomers (Figure 3A). In step 1, we performed

the linear alignment of the dimer and trimer (Figure 3A) using
Structure 24, 1907–1917, November 1, 2016 1911



Figure 5. Structure of the D-E-D Complex

(A) The D regions of two adjacent molecules in the upper strand with the g- and the b-nodules, and the E region of the third fibrin molecule in the lower strand with

parts of the coiled coils. Also shown are the carbohydrate chains, two pairs of knobs ‘A’ and ‘B’ in the E region of the lower molecule bound, respectively, to holes

‘a’ (in the g-nodules) and ‘b’ (in the b-nodules) of the upper molecules, the g-g crosslinks, and calcium ions (see Data S3).

(B) Magnified view of the D-E-D complex with the residue contacts stabilizing the D:E interfaces. The purple side chains mark the single-point mutations

in fibrinogen variants (see Table S2). The loops gTyr348-Asn365 and gTrp315-Gly331 in the g-nodules, where most of the natural mutations occur, are shown in

purple. The figure is based on MD simulations with the SASA implicit solvent model (see Supplemental Information). MD simulations of the g-E-g fragment in

explicit solvent (see Supplemental Information) show similar results, with identical residue-residue contacts between amino acids in the g-nodules and E region.

See also Figure S4 for details of the B-b knob-hole interactions; and Data S3.
the PDB structure (PDB: 1N86) that corresponds to the D-dimer

fragment from crosslinked fibrin in the straight configuration

(Figures 2 and S1). In step 2, we used atomic models of single-

stranded dimer Fg2 and trimer Fg3 to perform 20 Monte Carlo

docking simulations (see Supplemental Information). Here, the

objective was to bring the two single-stranded oligomers closer

together while keeping their molecular half-staggered arrange-

ment, so that two D-E and four D-E-D complexes could form

(Figures 3 and S2). The following spatial constraints were satis-

fied: two fibrin strands should be within the 26.6 Å distance to

allow formation of the A-a knob-hole bonds. These are formed

by the nine-residue-long N-terminal peptides of the a chains

bearing knobs ‘A’ and the g-nodules with complementary holes

‘a’ (see Experimental Procedures and Figure S2A). Of 20 Monte
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Carlo runs, 14 were successful, i.e., all the knob-hole bond

constraints were satisfied at the end of each run (there are eight

A-a knob-hole bonds in FO2/3; see Figure S2B). We found that

14 final structures (Figure 3B) cluster around the average fibrin

oligomer FO2/3 structure (Figure 3C) with a root-mean-square

deviation <2.5 nm.

Experimental Verification of Fibrin Oligomer Models
First, we compared the molecular dimensions of pentamers

FO2/3 from the virtual structure set (Figure 3B) and AFM images

(Figures 4A–4C and S3A–S3D) using the D-E distance between

the center of globular parts of D region in one strand and the cen-

ter of the globular part of contiguous E region in the other. To bet-

ter resolve the experimental D-E distance, we analyzed AFM



images of fibrin oligomers from trimers FO1/2 (Figures 4A and

S3A) to dodecamers FO6/6 (Figures 4B, 4C, and S3B–S3D).

The average experimental D-E distance was 6.8 ± 1.2 nm, which

compared well with the 6.5 ± 0.9 nm value from in silico struc-

tures of FO2/3. We also analyzed the dynamics of the D-E dis-

tance in the Monte Carlo docking simulations, which showed

rapid convergence to the average structure of FO2/3 (Figure S3E).

Next, we compared the histograms of experimental and theo-

retical D-E distances (Figure 4D), which shows the overlap of

theoretical and experimental distributions. The minimal D-E

distances were 4.8 versus 3.5 nm and the maximal distances

were 9.7 versus 10.4 nm for the virtual models and AFM images,

respectively. The excellent agreement between the D-E dis-

tances in atomic models and AFM images of fibrin oligomers

validates our in silico model of FO2/3.

Incorporating Missing Residues Unresolved in X-Ray
Crystallography
Two strands of fibrin oligomers are held together in the D-E-D

complex consolidated mainly by the A-a and B-b knob-hole

bonds (Litvinov et al., 2005, 2007). In addition, the D-E-D com-

plex is stabilized by covalent bonds by factor XIIIa between the

g-nodules of adjacent fibrin molecules. Although the FO2/3

construct lacks the g-g crosslinks and A-a and B-b knob-hole

bonds, it conforms to the distance constraint allowing knobs

‘A’ and ‘B’ to reach holes ‘a’ and ‘b’ (see Experimental Proced-

ures and Figure S2). Therefore, in step 3 (Figure 3A): (1) knob

‘A’-containing N-terminal peptide (GPRV, a17-20) inserted into

hole ‘a’ was tethered to the structured part of the a chain via

the VERHQS motif (see Experimental Procedures) stretched be-

tween aVal20 and aAla27 (Figure S2); and (2) knob ‘B’ (GHRP,

b15-18) placed into hole ‘b’ was tethered to the structured

part of the b chain by the LDK KRE EAP SLR PAP PPI SGG

GYR ARP AKA AAT QKK VER sequence (see Experimental

Procedures and Supplemental Information) stretched between

bPro18 and bLys58 (Figures 5 and S4). In step 3 we also incor-

porated: (3) the unresolved residues in the C-terminal parts of

b and g chains (bPro459-Gln461 and gGly395-Val411); and (4)

covalent bonds linking the residues involved in the g-g crosslink-

ing (gGln398, gGln399, and gLys406; see Experimental Pro-

cedures). After several rounds of extensive energy minimization

(Experimental Procedures), we arrived at the complete structure

of short double-stranded fibrin oligomer FO2/3 with g-g cross-

links and A-a and B-b knob-hole bonds (Figure 3D). This is

an important building block for the elongation of two-stranded

fibrin oligomers and their transformation into fibrin protofibril

(see Data S2).

Structure of the D:E:D Interface
In our previous study, we hypothesized that A-a knob-hole inter-

actions are not limited to binding of knob ‘A’ to hole ‘a’, and that

the D:E interfaces reinforcing the D-E-D complex structure also

contain the inter-strand contacts that stabilize fibrin polymers

(Litvinov et al., 2005; Kononova et al., 2013). We utilized the full

atomic structure of FO2/3 to identify the binding contacts

(beyond knob-hole bonds) that stabilize the interface between

the E and D regions (Figure 5, Data S3). Specifically, we carried

out three 50 ns Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation runs in

explicit water and three 100 ns MD simulations in implicit solvent
(see Experimental Procedures and Supplemental Information)

and analyzed the strong contacts that persisted at least

50% of the time. Residues aVal20-Lys29 (adjacent to the knob

‘A’ sequence aGly17-Arg19) were found to interact with the

g-nodule, especially with residues gAsp298-Phe304, gAsn319-

Asn325, and gGln329 near the ‘‘entrance’’ to hole ‘a’. We

observed contact formation between the N-terminal part of the

b chain (beyond the knob ‘B’ sequence bGly15-Pro18) including

residues bLys53-Pro60 and bPro70-Asp71 and residues in the

g-nodule. We also observed formation of binary contacts

between residues aLeu54, aGlu57, aPhe62, aArg65, gGln33,

gAsp37, and gGln49 in the coiled coil and gGln329-Asp330 in

the g-nodule. Themost important residues in the D regions inter-

acting with the E region are clustered in three loops: gTrp315-

Gly331, gTyr348-Asn365, and gAsp298-Thr305 (Figure 5B). In

loop gTrp315-Gly331, which is one of the main structural deter-

minants of hole ‘a’ (Kononova et al., 2013; Pratt et al., 1997),

residues gGln329 and gAsp330 are involved in A-a bond forma-

tion through interaction with residue aArg17 in knob ‘A’. Loop

gTyr348-gAsn365 is also important for the D-E interactions

because it forms contacts with residues in knob ‘B’ and in the

coiled coils (Figure 5A).

DISCUSSION

Fibrin oligomers are intermediate structures that determine the

final arrangement of the fibrin network (Weisel and Litvinov,

2013). The experimental isolation and characterization of fibrin

oligomers is challenging because they form highly unstable

heterogeneous structures due to rapid self-assembly. To gather

structural and mechanistic information on fibrin polymerization,

we performed a combined experimental and theoretical study

employing experimental single-molecule imaging and computa-

tional molecular modeling of fibrin oligomers. We were able

to reconstruct the atomic structural models of short double-

stranded fibrin oligomers, which were correlated with high-reso-

lution AFM images. These efforts have enabled us to provide the

structural basis of the remarkable flexibility of fibrin polymers

with an unprecedented degree of spatial resolution.

An important step in fibrin polymerization is the end-to-end

D-D interactions in the same strands within two-stranded fibrin

oligomers. To isolate these interactions from other intermolec-

ular contacts and study them separately, we reproduced poly-

merization of fibrinogen catalyzed by the transglutaminase,

factor XIIIa, an active form of factor XIII zymogen activated

by thrombin in the presence of Ca2+. The C-terminal portion of

each of fibrin(ogen)’s g chains contains a crosslinking site at

which two adjacent molecules form an intermolecular 3-(g-glu-

tamyl)-lysyl covalent isopeptide bond between the gLys406 in

one g chain and gGln398/399 in the other g chain. This reaction

resulting in formation of a gel without proteolytic cleavage of

fibrinogen is evolutionarily older than thrombin-induced activa-

tion and polymerization of fibrin(ogen) (Lorand and Conrad,

1984; Yeh et al., 1998). Factor XIIIa-induced polymerization of

fibrinogen was reproduced in earlier studies (Blomback et al.,

1985; Weisel et al., 1993) in which single-stranded fibrin oligo-

mers were synthesized in vitro. These single-stranded fibrin olig-

omers were visualized using transmission electron microscopy,

which showed the conformational variability (Brown et al., 2007).
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The high-resolution AFM imaging of crosslinked single-

stranded fibrinogen oligomers revealed that the bonds formed

between the lateral D regions of two adjacent monomers are

relatively flexible, thus deviating from the straight configuration

by a �60� or more bending angle (Figure 2). This was confirmed

by a thorough theoretical analysis of all 27 available crystal struc-

tures that comprise possible types of D-D interactions, including

the natural crosslinked D-dimers from fibrin and D-D contacts

between fibrinogen molecules or fibrin(ogen)-derived fragments

D originating from crystal packing. Not surprisingly, the degree of

flexibility of the D-D contacts in crystals was substantially smaller

and varied within 22� bending angle. Because crystal packing

might affect the protein structure making the protein-protein

interactions potentially nonspecific and physiologically irrele-

vant, we divided all 27 crystal structures of the D-D complex

into two groups, comprising either naturally formed or artificial

D-D structures: 12 crystal structures of natural D-dimers formed

in fibrin and 14 structures with D-D complexes in a crystal lattice.

Figure S1 shows that the difference in the average angles for

the two groups of complexes were statistically insignificant,

thus confirming that the D:D interface structures most likely

represent the ‘‘biological’’ contacts rather than ‘‘crystal’’ con-

tacts. It is noteworthy that the flexibility of the D-D junction is

substantially weaker than the bendability of the hinge regions

in the fibrin(ogen) coiled coils, which are capable of forming kinks

(Brown et al., 2000; Köhler et al., 2015).

The computational reconstruction of single-stranded fibrin-

ogen oligomers and the structural analysis of D:D interfaces

was based on resolved structures of human fibrin(ogen) and its

fragments (Table S1). Using molecular structure alignment fol-

lowed by Monte Carlo docking with subsequent energy minimi-

zation, we identified persistent intermolecular contacts at the

D:D junction forming a pivotal point around which the angle

fluctuations occur (Figures 2E and 2F). To select the functionally

important interatomic contacts, we applied an 8 Å cutoff be-

tween any two Ca-atoms, which is a standard definition of

‘‘native contacts’’ between amino acids (Mickler et al., 2007;

Zhmurov et al., 2010) from the �7-9 Å range commonly used.

We found that, depending on the structure, there are 20–30

native contacts stabilizing the interface. The number of interfa-

cial contacts was larger for the bent configuration of D-D com-

plex compared with the straight configuration. This finding sug-

gests that the D:D interface has a propensity for bending, a

characteristic which might be crucial for the mechanism of pro-

tofibril twisting during the formation of fibrin fibers (Weisel et al.,

1987). Analysis of the D:D contacts allowed us to identify and

characterize the hinge, which is localized to residues gAla279-

Tyr280 in one fragment of D and residues gAsn308-Gly309 in

the other. Interestingly, point mutations in these same residue

positions, namely mutations in residues gAla279, gTyr280,

gAsn308, and gGly309, which facilitate the D-D interactions,

are also implicated in a number of dysfibrinogenemias with

impaired fibrin formation (Table S2; Hanss and Biot, 2001).

To recreate completemodels of two-stranded fibrin oligomers,

we used crystallographic information about the fibrin(ogen) mol-

ecules, structural analysis of contacts observed in fibrin(ogen)-

derived fragments and complexes, geometric constraints due

to thenon-covalent knob-holebonds, andMDsimulations-based

molecular modeling of unresolved unstructured parts bearing
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highly specific binding sites, such as knobs ‘A’ and ‘B’. Following

in silico reconstruction of missing portions of the fibrin molecule,

we alsomodeled the A-a andB-b knob-hole interactions (Figures

3 and 5). The 3D arrangements revealed by reconstructed N-ter-

minal portions of the a and b chains (knobs ‘A’ and ‘B’ and their

tethers) have provided spatial constraints necessary to build

the D:E:D interface, the key structural determinant of double-

stranded fibrin arrangement that holds the two strands together.

Although during formation of fibrin fibers B-b interactions can

occur either within or between the protofibrils (Moskowitz and

Budzynski, 1994; Weisel, 2007), here we satisfied all the intra-

chain B-b knob-hole bonds to arrive at the most complete struc-

ture of fibrin oligomers. Irrespective of the potential significance

of B-b interactions (Weisel and Litvinov, 2013), the Nb region

that contains knob ‘B’ is long enough to allow the B-b bond for-

mation within the D-E-D complex and between fibrin strands

without any steric clashes (Medved and Weisel, 2009; Figures 5

andS4).Wedidnot add theaC region into our structuresbecause

this part of about 400 residues is highly unstructured, which

makes its computational reconstruction a separate difficult

task. Most importantly, the aC regions are not directly involved

in the formation of short oligomers at the early stages of polymer-

ization (Weisel and Litvinov, 2013), and so their presence or

absence would not affect the structure of D:E or D:D interfaces.

Nevertheless, given the functional importance of the aC regions

at the later stages of fibrin polymerization, their reconstruc-

tion would be essential to study more complex fibrin structures

and their properties. Importantly, all the atomic structures of dou-

ble-stranded fibrin oligomers reported here were validated by

high-resolution AFM imaging of fibrin oligomers (Figure S3).

The very good agreement between the experimentally deter-

mined and theoretically predicted intermolecular dimensions of

double-stranded fibrin oligomers that we have demonstrated

has enabled us to characterize in atomic detail the D:E inter-

face, including the newly resolved binding sites beyond the

knob ‘A’-hole ‘a’ associations. Our previous single-molecule

experiments on the forced dissociation of the knob-hole bonds

revealed �6-fold stronger dissociation forces for the A-a knob-

hole bonds compared with the B-b knob-hole bonds (Litvinov

et al., 2005, 2007), but in our MD simulation studies these forces

were found to be roughly equal (Kononova et al., 2013). We hy-

pothesized that this disagreement was due to our modeling of

knob ‘A’ using the GPR motif at the N termini of the a chains,

whereas in experiments the A:a binding interface can extend

beyond the GPR motif (Figure 5B). Our results fully confirm this

hypothesis and show that the reconstructed N-terminal parts

of fibrin’s a chains (a17-26) and b chains (b16-57) indeed form

additional intermolecular binding sites besides the terminal

N-terminal tripeptides (knobs) known to fit into small comple-

mentary holes.

The algorithm of reconstructing fibrin oligomers used in this

work is somewhat different from the sequence of events during

natural fibrin polymerization. In particular, the initial driving force

of real fibrin polymerization is the A-a knob-hole interaction,

while the end-to-end D-D interaction used here as the initial

step to connect fibrin monomers is secondary to the half-stag-

gered lateral association of fibrin molecules mediated by the

knob-hole bonds between the D and E regions. There are at least

three arguments that justify the approach used in this paper.



First, the D-D bonds and the D:D interfaces are real and physio-

logically important, as gleaned, e.g., from the mutations in the

D:D interface that affect fibrin formation and properties (Hanss

and Biot, 2001). Second, the A-a knob-hole bonds are formed

by the crystallographically unresolved flexible N terminus of the

a chain (knob ‘A’), meaning that there is no initial structural infor-

mation to model fibrin assembly starting with the A-a knob-hole

interactions. Therefore, the N terminus of the a chain bearing

knob ‘A’ was reconstructed computationally using the spatial

constraints provided by the D-E-D complex formed based on

the known crystal D-D structures and the GPRP peptide (knob

‘A’ mimetic) associated with fragments D or D-dimer. This

approach can be named generally as ‘‘moving from known to un-

known’’ while reconstructing the full-atom structures of fibrin

oligomers. We would certainly have arrived at very similar results

had we started with the knob-hole interactions, provided we

had had the initial information necessary to model them,

because the spatial limitations in the D-E-D complex are quite

stringent. Third, the final structures of fibrin oligomers recon-

structed in silico are in very good agreement with fibrin oligomers

visualized experimentally using AFM (Figures 2, 4, and S3) or

transmission electron microscopy (Fowler et al., 1981).

There is an ongoing debate about whether the factor XIIIa-

mediated g-g crosslinking between fibrin monomers occurs

longitudinally (i.e., within a strand) or transversely (between the

strands of a protofibril) (Weisel, 2004a, 2004b; Mosesson,

2004a, 2004b). The topology of the D:D interface and the spatial

constraints in our two-stranded models of fibrin oligomers

strongly support the longitudinalg-gcrosslinking for the following

reasons. The g-g crosslinks connect the C-terminal parts of two

g chains, namely residues gArg398/399 and gLys406. The C-ter-

minal part of the g chain is unstructured downstream to res-

idue gAsn390. There are nine residues between gAsn390 and

gArg399, seven residues between gArg399 and gLys406, and

nine residues between gAsn399 and gAsn390 of the other g

chain. Taking the value of 3.8 Å for a fully extended amino acid

length and, hence, the value of 18 Å for the length of gArg399-

gLys406 g-g bond, the contour length of the crosslinked g chains

connecting two gAsn390 residues is estimated to be �113 Å.

Using our two-stranded fibrin protofibril structure, we found the

distances between residues gAsn390 in the two g-nodules

located in different strands to be �230 Å, i.e., 23 farther than a

fully extended polypeptide chain can span. This suggests that

the transverse g-g crosslinking is not feasible without substantial

elongation of the g-nodules, which is potentially possible pro-

vided that elongation of the g chain due to theC-terminal b strand

pull out occurs. According to this ‘‘pull-out’’ hypothesis, the

C-terminal b strand of the g chain (residues gLys381-Asn390)

can be drawn out of the g-nodule without much perturbation of

its native fold (Yakovlev et al., 2000). Consequently, the b strand

can extend outwards, increasing the reach of the g-g crosslinks.

We calculated the contour length of the two crosslinked g chains

between gLys381 residues to be �180 Å, while the shortest dis-

tance between two gLys381 residues in our structures is�200 Å.

This means that even if both b strands are pulled out from two

crosslinked g-nodules and the polypeptide chains forming the

g-g crosslinks are fully extended, the g-nodules from two

different strands are still too far apart. This type of crosslinking

would require additional residues (i.e., gMet379-Lys380) to be
pulled out from the g-nodule, but the removal of these resi-

dues might also cause the dissociation of A-a knob-hole bonds

because these residues are close to hole ‘a’.

These results provide additional insights into the molecular

mechanisms of fibrin formation. Many functionally important

intermolecular contacts identified and quantitatively character-

ized here have never been described hitherto, while they drive

fibrin oligomerization. Apart from the known A-a and B-b knob-

hole bonds, the flexible interfaces described in this paper are

formed due to D-D interactions as well as D:E:D contacts.

Importantly, the functional significance of these intermolecular

juncture sites was validated by quantitative comparison with

corresponding naturally occurring genetic mutations that cause

impaired fibrin formation (Table S2). Information about these

contacts could never be gleaned from sequence analysis alone

without the step-by-step 3D spatial reconstruction of fibrin(ogen)

folded domains, and the subsequent equilibration and analysis

of their tertiary and quaternary structures performed in this

study.

To conclude, the atomicmodels reconstituted computationally

in this work and validated experimentally present a significant

development necessary for the structure-based understanding

of unique biochemical andmaterial properties of fibrin polymers.

Atomic models of fibrin oligomers and protofibrils are available

for downloading in the PDB format for atomic coordinates at

http://faculty.uml.edu/vbarsegov/research/fibrin.html.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Formation of Crosslinked Fibrinogen Oligomers

To induce end-to-end (D-D) oligomerization of fibrinogenmolecules, 10mg/mL

human fibrinogen (HYPHENBioMed) in 20mMTris-HCl buffer (pH 7.4) contain-

ing 150mMNaCl, 30mMCaCl2, and 5 ATU/mL hirudin (Sigma) wasmixedwith

pre-activated human factor XIIIa (Enzyme Research Laboratories) at 50 mg/mL

(final concentration) at 37�C. Aliquots were taken at various time points and

the crosslinking reaction was stopped by dilution and boiling the aliquots in

sample buffer with 100 mM DTT, 2% SDS. The reduced samples were run on

a 10% SDS-PAGE gel followed by staining with Coomassie blue R-250 (Fig-

ure S5A). The covalent crosslinking of fibrinogen molecules via the C termini

of the g chains was corroborated by the appearance of the g-dimer band in

SDS-PAGE of reduced samples. A fine g-dimer band was visible 1 min after

addition of factor XIIIa, became more pronounced at 3 min, and reached a

maximum at 15min. To obtain a solution of fibrinogen oligomers for AFM imag-

ing, the factor XIIIa-catalyzed cross-linking was stopped with iodoacetamide

(2 mM final concentration) at the beginning of gelation (�60 min) and the

nascent gel was removed. The soluble fraction of monomeric and oligomeric

fibrinogen that was not incorporated into the gel was diluted 2,000-fold (to

about 1–3 mg/mL) with 20 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.4) containing 150 mM

NaCl, 10 mM CaCl2, and 2 mM iodoacetamide.

Formation of Double-Stranded Fibrin Oligomers

Human fibrinogen (3 mg/mL) in 20 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.4) containing

150mMNaCl and 10mMCaCl2 wasmixedwith 0.05 U/mL thrombin (final con-

centration), incubated for 15–20 min at room temperature and immediately

used for AFM imaging. Short double-stranded fibrin oligomers and longer pro-

tofibrils were predominantly obtained with this sample preparation protocol.

Covalent crosslinking of these fibrin structures was ensured by formation of

the g-dimer bands in SDS-PAGE (Figure S5B).

AFM

AFM imaging of fibrinogen or fibrin oligomers was performed on the surface

of modified hydrophilized graphite (Klinov et al., 2007; Protopopova et al.,

2015). Three microliters of a sample solution prepared as described above

was applied on the modified graphite surface and kept for 15 s at room
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temperature. A �503 volume drop of fresh Milli-Q water was then carefully

placed above the sample solution for 10 s and then removed with a flow of

air making the surface ready for imaging. The AFM imaging was performed

using a MFP-3D microscope (Asylum Research - Oxford Instruments) in AC

mode with a typical scan rate of 0.8 Hz. Images were taken in air using SSS-

SEIHR cantilevers (Nanosensors) with a tip radius of 3 ± 2 nm. FemtoScan

Online software (http://www.femtoscanonline.com) was used to filter and

analyze the AFM data.

Computational Reconstruction of Short Fibrin Oligomers

The following steps 1–3 (Figure 3A) were used to construct the atomic struc-

tures of double-stranded fibrin oligomer FO2/3 and the D-E-D construct. Steps

1–3 are described in more detail in Supplemental Information. In short, step 1

is a reconstitution of single-stranded dimer (Fg2) and trimer (Fg3) with the

Kabsch rotation algorithm applied to known structures of the full-length fibrin-

ogen molecule and the D:D interface. In step 2, the structures of Fg2 and Fg3
were used in conjunction with Monte Carlo docking to obtain fragment FO2/3.

We performed 20 Monte Carlo runs both for the bent and straight conforma-

tions of the D-D junction, but none of the runs for the bent conformation

converged to a structure with all eight constraints satisfied. By contrast, the

Monte Carlo runs with the straight conformation showed a very good conver-

gence, with 14 of 20 final structures having all eight constraints satisfied.

In step 3, we incorporated the missing parts of fibrin molecules, followed

by the energy minimization of the obtained complete structure of FO2/3. The

structure of the D-E-D construct was obtained from the structure of FO2/3

(Figures 3 and 5).

Atomic Models of the D-E-D Complex

We used the energy-minimized structure of FO2/3 to extract complexes g-E-g

and D-E-D (Figures 3D and 5). The g-E-g complex contains residues gLys140-

Lys411 in the g-nodules to represent adjacent D regions and residues aGly17-

Phe74, bArg57-Val104, and gTyr1-Gln49 in the E region. The D-E-D complex

contained residues aIle119-Gln200, bAsp154-Gln461, and gGlu91-Val411 in

the D regions and residues aGly17-Lys123, bGly15-Asn158, and gTyr1-

Lys95 in the E region. Two Ca2+ ions were added to g-E-g and D-E-D. In the

g-E-g complex, the atoms of active sequence GPR (aGly17-Arg19) in knob

‘A’ were placed at positions of corresponding atoms in the GPRP peptide

co-crystallized with fibrinogen. In the D-E-D complex, knobs ‘A’ and ‘B’

were placed at the position of the GPR andGHR residues of the corresponding

synthetic peptides. The MD simulations were performed as described in Sup-

plemental Information.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,

five figures, two tables, and three 3D molecular models and can be found

with this article online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.str.2016.08.009.
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